FOUNDATION OF JAPANESE CULTURE      ssc
with tiled roofs and wooden pillars with heavy brackets
supporting them: whereas in Japan even the great families
lived in wooden huts with thatched roofs and projecting
cross beams, of which the great shrines at Ise are perhaps
a glorified modification, and the little clay models in the
tombs exact copies.
These arts Korea was now to send to Japan with hei
Buddhist missions, and Japan was prepared by slow infu-
sion of Korean culture to seize her gifts with eager hands
and to develop her own native genius. In both adoptior
and adaptation Shotoku showed true genius.
But with this great man one era ends and anothei
begins. A nation which can produce such a leader is nc
longer primitive; and Japanese history after the primitive
period (600 b.c.—a.d. 400) falls into the following epochs
 1.	An epoch of the transition, as the mainland culture*
are introduced and slowly naturalized:   c. 400-
640.
 2.	The Nara epoch—a golden age of Buddhist culture
and of the transformation of the mainland civiliza-
tion to suit the Japanese: 7th to 9th centuries.
 3.	The Heian epoch—marked by domination of aristo
cratic families; the classical age of Japanese litera
ture with Kyoto as capital: gth to I3th centuries.
 4.	The Kamakura epoch—marked  by the rise  o
feudalism in the warrior classes, the coming of Zei
Buddhism, and a new virility,
 5.	The Muromachi epoch—I5th to lyth centuries—
Dark Ages, with alleviations in cultural life,
 6.	The Tokugawa epoch—an era of strong central rule
and of the spread of culture among the masses: i yth
century to mid-igth.
The history of Japan has many affinities and parallels
with that of England. The two island peoples were built
up by many invading groups: their position at once
isolated them politically from the mainland, and made
them culturally dependent upon it: and their characteristic

